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Introduction 

Since the introduction of Antimicrobial

Pharmacists (AMPs) the responsibilities and

roles in the UK have changed dramatically.1

A recent study investigating antimicrobial

stewardship (AMS) activities in the UK

reported that 95% of the hospitals who

participated in the research had an AMP

as part of the antimicrobial team.2

There is not any published literature

that recommends the amount of time an

AMP should spend on AMS activities. This

lack of data and guidance has led to UK

hospitals investing different amounts of

time for an AMP to dedicate their time on

AMS duties. 

The Acute Hospital Antimicrobial Self-

Assessment Tool (ASAT) produced in

2010 provides a rough guide to the

amount of time an AMP spends on

antimicrobial duties. The maximum

points are allocated to those hospitals

that have greater than 1 whole time

equivalent (WTE) AMP dedicated to

antimicrobial duties per 500 beds.3,4

From a 2011 UK electronic survey, it

was found that there was an average

0.13 WTE antibiotic pharmacist per 100

beds representing an average of one full

time member of antibiotic specialist staff

per 776 beds.1

An international review of AMS

practices showed that in Europe the

average time AMPs spent on AMS was 18
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hours per week (n=190). This amount of

time is very small compared to North

America where it was reported that AMPs

spent an average of 32 hours per week

dedicated to AMS (n=49).5

Methodology  

To review the amount of time AMPs spend

on AMS in the East of England, a peer-

reviewed survey was distributed via email

to the East of England AMP Network. This

network consists of 18 hospitals, 20 AMPs

and 2 antibiotic technicians.  

Time and resources

available to AMPs to

perform effective AMS roles  

The East of England AMP Network

pooled together the results of a survey

investigating how much time and

resources are available for to AMPs to

spend on AMS.    

Out of 18 hospitals in the East of

England, 15 hospitals completed the

survey. The results from this survey can be

seen in Table 1 and Graph 1, which

shows numbers of AMPs in comparison

with numbers of Infection Prevention and

Control Nurses (IPCNs). 

Although AMPs and IPCNs work side-

by-side to effectively reduce antimicrobial

resistance (AMR), their roles are somewhat

different. IPCNs focus on infection

prevention, isolation and control measures

to effectively manage infection and AMPs

focus on the treatment of infection and

AMS. There is an extensive amount of

literature showing the benefit of AMP

roles and the suggested advantages are to

optimise treatment, improve outcomes,

promote rational prescribing, reduce

inappropriate antimicrobial use and slow

the development and spread of

antimicrobial resistance.1

From the 15 hospitals, 14 AMPs and 1

antibiotic technician were included in the

survey. There was an average of 0.46

WTE AMP per 500 beds dedicated to

AMS. Out of the 15 hospitals, none of

the AMPs spent 100% of their time on

AMS duties. Only 1 hospital surveyed

had 1 WTE AMP per 500 beds as

recommended by the ASAT tool.3

The results also showed that 100% of

AMPs are involved with developing

antibiotic guidelines in the East of

England region. There was a vast variety

of other roles taken on by AMPs in

differing quantities. For example, 25%

of AMPs reported that they were not

involved in managing the AMS committee

and 25% of AMPs reported not to be

involved with managing therapeutic drug

monitoring within their hospital.

Fourteen AMPs and one technician

stated that they participated in non-

antimicrobial pharmacy duties (for

example, covering the dispensary or a

general ward). There were 8 AMPs who

had access to further support with

regards to AMS. The further support

consisted of a junior pharmacist,

technician support, administration or

data analyst support.

The results show an average of 0.46

WTE AMP per 500 beds dedicated to AMS

in comparison with an average of 3.48

WTE IPCNs per 500 beds in the same

hospitals in the East of England. Although

the roles are different, the teams are

working in a very similar way with a

shared agenda to minimise AMR so it

might be expected that staffing levels

should be similar. This significant

difference in terms of staffing levels

dedicated to IPC and AMS highlights the

poor staffing levels of AMPs. This will

need to be addressed as the antimicrobial

stewardship agenda becomes increasingly

important and it will be necessary to

increase the number of AMPs in line with

the staffing level of IPCN teams. 

The Commissioning for Quality and

Innovation (CQUIN) goal for antibiotics

and AMS proposed by NHS England will

undoubtedly be extremely resource

intensive and will put further pressure

and constraints to existing AMS practices

as the work is prioritised by already

stretched AMPs. 

Discussion 

The results from the peer reviewed survey

clearly show the difference in resources

dedicated to AMS and infection

prevention and control. All AMPs in the

East of England region who participated
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in the survey are expected to undertake

general pharmacy duties in addition to

AMS practices; for example, cover a

ward or dispensary sessions. However,

IPCNs are not expected to cover general

nursing duties and their roles are fully

focused around the IPC agenda. The

IPCN role has been well embedded

within most organisations and they are

held accountable for their sustained

improvement in IPC practices. As a result,

great emphasis has been placed on the

IPCN role and this has clearly had a

positive impact on local healthcare

associated infection (HCAI) rates.

Pharmacy managers should, therefore, be

mindful of the AMP role and that

additional general duties given to AMPs

could adversely influence local rates of

AMR and HCAI. 

To summarise, the results show that

an average of 0.46 WTE AMP per 500

beds is dedicated to antimicrobial

stewardship in the East of England

Hospitals. Infection prevention and

control nurse (IPCN) teams in the same

hospitals in the East of England, have an

average of 3.48 WTE IPCNs per 500 beds.

Therefore, there are eight times as many

resources pooled to tackle infection

prevention and control when compared

to AMS. 

Weller and Jaimieson discuss the

evolving role of the AMP, which has

changed dramatically over the years with

little recognition and this may account for

the disparity between WTE of AMPs to

IPCNs.11 AMPs play an integral role in

AMS and the inclusion of a dedicated

AMP to an active team has proved not

only to benefit patients but also reported

to save on antibiotic costs, well above the

salary of the AMP. This is believed to grow

Hospital Number of Beds WTE for AMPs WTE for IPCNs 

1 700 0.5 5

2 400 0.4 4

3 1200 1.3 7

4 550 0.8 4

5 900 0.5 5

6 350 0.5 4

7 500 0.4 6

8 500 0.5 5

9 640 0.5 3

10 1000 0.3 2

11 270 0.5 3

12 600 0.75 4

13 400 0.35 3

14 600 0.5 5

15 450 0.5 3

Total Average 604 0.55 4.2

Normalised Data 500 0.46 3.48
for 500 beds

Table 1: Anonymised data comparing number of WTE AMPs to IPCNs

“. . . additional general duties given to AMPs 
could adversely influence local rates

of AMR and HCAI.”
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as AMPs become more accomplished and

their role expands. This is explored at great

detail by Hand and he demonstrates the

breath and versatility of the job.12 In

addition to this a Cochrane review by

Davey et al, which looks at various

interventions to improve antibiotic

prescribing practices for hospital

inpatients, indicates that approximately

20% of the interventions were delivered

by pharmacists in comparison to 33% by

specialist physicians and 39% as part of

multidisciplinary team.13 

More recently, a review by O’Neill on

tackling drug resistant infections globally

recognises that there is a lack of

pharmacists in hospitals trained to

improve antimicrobial stewardship.14 It

advocates that we need to be fully

cognizant of the people working in

infectious diseases, including pharmacists

and to enhance AMS strategies it

urges us to improve funding and career

paths in this field. Specialists involved in a

clinical setting are suggested to be the

‘cornerstone of reducing unnecessary

use of antimicrobials’. Nevertheless, it

acknowledges that there is a shortage of

professionals working in infectious

diseases and that they are undervalued

when compared to peers working in other

disciplines. A salient recommendation

from the O’Neill review is that healthcare

leaders should be expanding funding and

opportunities to increase the number of

staff who work at a ground level trying to

combat AMR.14 

Conclusion  

Based on the available data from our

survey we recommend that AMPs

should be employed as WTE posts and

there should be 1.5 WTE per 500 beds

to provide the necessary level of

antimicrobial stewardship services in UK

hospitals. As the AMP role expands and

develops further, this staffing expectation

will rise and should be adjusted according

to demands and work load.   

2016 is set to be an evolutionary year

for antimicrobial stewardship particularly

with the national CQUIN proposed by NHS

England.6 This CQUIN has undoubtedly

stemmed from the ambitions of the UK 5-

year Antimicrobial Resistance Strategy

published in 2013.7 With the intention of

raising awareness of better antimicrobial

use across secondary care, it will

inevitably put greater pressure on AMPs

to try and meet these clinical quality

improvements. It should be noted that

whilst the CQUIN in isolation will not

address the priorities set in the UK 5-year

strategy it will however give leverage in

bringing about a change in antimicrobial

prescribing behaviours. It should also be

recognised that AMPs are well positioned

to help drive these transformational

changes. Therefore, we need to have

greater appreciation of the influential

role AMPs will play over the coming

years and have a more supportive and

understanding approach to staffing levels

of AMP in UK hospitals. This needs to

be acknowledged by chief and senior

pharmacists who are ultimately

responsible for ensuring that their

hospitals are providing the level of AMS

as expected and set out from the recently

published national guidance, namely

‘Start Smart Then Focus’ and the National

Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE)

Antimicrobial Stewardship guidance and

quality standards.8,9,10 

Further research is needed to

determine the amount of time AMPs

should spend on antimicrobial

stewardship activities and how their skills

are best utilised. This review also raises

the question as to whether there is a

need for greater integration of AMS

within the IPCN teams and better

collaborative work between IPCN and

AMPs. The data from these studies

should influence senior manager’s
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Graph 1: A bar chart to compare the average number WTE AMPs to IPCNs 

The average number of WTE AMPs and IPSNs 
in the East of England Region per 500 beds
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decisions about staffing levels within

AMS. The challenges that lie ahead with

the introduction of the antibiotic CQUIN

for acute Trusts will include the

importance of identifying the most

efficient and effective way of deploying

this valuable resource but will also prove

to be an ideal time to review AMP

staffing levels within AMS.6
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“The challenges that lie ahead with the introduction of the antibiotic

CQUIN for acute Trusts . . . will also prove to be an ideal
time to review AMP staffing levels within AMS.”
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